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zokkomon is a gripping sports action adventure movie. the film revolves around sakshi’s journey from a small town in pune to a world cup cola trophy in delhi. around the same time at a
dangerous juncture a kid enters the arena to play t-ball but when a cola cup falls from the sky the kid lifts it up and saves it. with the cola cup in his hands he vanishes. but when sakshi’s

t-ball team arrives at the world cup they get a shock as the cola cup has been stolen from the stadium. fearing the cola cup was stolen, the country jails the thief but as she comes out
from jail she strangely gets the stolen cola cup. however sakshi has her mission and she wont let anything obstruct it. now with a cola cup she can play t-ball and defeat her arch enemy

ranjit singh the leader of all criminals. the thief must be stopped. zokkomon is a thrilling indian superhero action adventure film directed by satyajit bhatkal and released in 2011, and
produced by walt disney studios motion pictures india. the film stars darsheel safary, anupam kher, anjana sukhani in the lead roles, and paresh rawal, rajpal yadav, jagdeep as

supporting characters, with shriya saran and madhavi menon making a special appearance. the story follows sakshi (safary), a small-town boy who becomes an inter-state catcher-
murderer. he (safary) faces opposition from big-city gangsters and local authorities during his meteoric rise. zokkomon incorporates a mixture of sports, action, adventure, and comedy,
with the plot centered on the sport of cricket. the film, primarily shot in pune, maharashtra, india uses a combination of skillful stunt animation, dubbing and foreground special effects to

produce a distinct visual style. the zokkomon screenplay is credited to javed akhtar. the film centers on the sports of cricket and t-ball in a small town. upon sakshi’s (darsheel safary)
request, the india government sends its premier team of cricket superstars for a match against japan to glorify india, and the japanese team consists of three men (hiroki miyata, narsing
rao, and yasushi sato) selected because they are skilled t-ball players. due to sakshi’s involvement in t-ball and his ability to play the game, the indian team comes to sakshi’s village and,
after defeating the japan team, they decide to stay in sakshi’s village to train for the world cup. during their stay, they are mistaken as indian gurkhas by local thugs, who steal the india

flag from the team’s camp and lock them in the house as hostages.
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